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perspective, since customers and companies are regularly feeding
their social media profiles, users’ opinion data are widely available
in platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. For instance, user
reactions on content shared by a particular business can represent
users’ preferences. A proper analysis of these data could be used
along with traditional business analysis to improve the strategic
decision quality of businesses.
Some studies analyzed social media data for business intelligence
[10, 11, 12, 13], while other studies were carried out, without social
media data, to understand business partnerships [1,2]; however, the
exploration of social media data analysis in the context of business
partnerships decision making, to the best of our knowledge, is a
novelty in the literature.

ABSTRACT
One of the primary ways to expand a business or to keep it stable
during a crisis is to create partnerships with other companies.
With that, this study presents results regarding a new data model,
which explores user reactions on social media to indicate strategic
business partnerships. There are three main contributions of this
study to the literature: (i) a business relationship network model;
(ii) a business community detection algorithm; and (iii) a business
outlier detection algorithm. The evaluation of the contributions
was performed exploring real data of approximately 280 million
user reactions on Facebook. Results suggest that business
partnership recommendation is possible using the information
available in social media.
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The general goal of this study is to propose and evaluate a model
that helps business owners to choose strategic partnerships. There
are three specific objectives to accomplish this goal:

1 Problem description and motivation
Businesses and companies are continuously exposed to uncertain
and dynamic environments. For instance, markets go into crisis or
change preferences, competitors strategies evolve, and newly
elected politics may also affect business environments by
changing regulations and making lobby. All those factors make it
difficult for business owners to make strategic decisions. One of
the ways to expand a business or to keep it stable during a crisis
is to make strategic partnerships with other businesses.
A partnership with a true win-win intention could provide the
edge a business needs to surpass its competitors. However, a
poorly thought out partnership can hinder instead of help, making
this procedure challenging [1, 2]. Thus, the task of choosing which
partnerships are best for a particular business may be challenging
and finding appropriate data for this issue is key.
Many known factors, such as customers’ tastes and opinions, are
reflections of their preferences for businesses [3, 4, 5]. Preferences
implicitly manifested by users in actions in social media was also
assumed to exist in previous works [6, 7, 8, 9]. From the social media
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To produce and evaluate a business relationship model by
exploring network theory (Section 2.1);
To propose and explore a community detection algorithm
specifically designed for business networks (Section 2.2);
To propose and explore a business outlier detection
algorithm in the presented model (Section 2.3).

2.1 Business Relationship Model
The proposed business relationship model is based on two
assumptions: (i) users who reacted to a particular business page
are potential customers and (ii) the affinity between two
businesses is proportional to the number of users who reacted to
both businesses, the common users between them.
The model is a non-directed graph in which vertices represent
businesses, and weighted edges represent relations between two
businesses. This relation between two different businesses get
stronger as their common users grow in proportion to the set of
their own users. Thus, technically, edges are weighted using the
Jaccard Index [14] of the set of users of each business, representing
an index of affinity or similarity between the two sets, as
following:
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where 𝐵 is the set of business pages and 𝑈𝑖 is the set of users that
reacted to the business 𝑖 . Figure 1 illustrates the graph
construction process, considering positive user reactions.

2.3 Business Outlier Detection Algorithm
Given a set of communities, a business dissimilar to a reference
set of categories inside its community is considered an outlier. A
clustering process is done to identify reference sets of categories.
Considering that the category of a business bi can be represented
by cat(bi), the feature vector is defined by the following:

Figure 1: Users and Business pages reactions. Only positive
reactions were considered in this study.

where 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐶𝑜𝑚 is the set of all communities detected in Section
2.2; 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 is the set of all business categories in the
dataset; 𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖, 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑘 is the number of business inside the
community 𝑖 that belongs to category 𝑘 . The final vector
represents proportions of business categories inside each
community.
An algorithm to extract the most representative business
categories in each community is described in Algorithm 2.

The higher the weight of an edge between two businesses the
higher their degree of relationship. Weights have a
proportionality in its formula, therefore balancing weights among
businesses with different number of user reactions.
2.2 Business Community Detection Algorithm
Given a consistent network of business relationships, an essential
step in achieving the study’s goal is to detect business
communities. A community detection algorithm based on label
propagation (LP) was proposed [15] with advantages comparing to
algorithms based on clique or dense subgraphs searches with
optimal solution. One significant advantage is that this algorithm
operates in almost linear time, and another advantage is that this
LP-based algorithm does not need previous information.
Based on this, an iterative algorithm (Algorithm 1) is proposed for
the detection of businesses’ communities. The entries of this
algorithm are the business graph (𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ), the minimum
size (𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒) and maximum size (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒) of the communities,
and the output is a set of business communities.
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The final outlier detection algorithm (Algorithm 3) compares
communities’ signatures with its respective cluster signature to
tell whether a business inside a community is an outlier.

We can note that, even though both the business network
construction and the Algorithm 1 did not use any information of
the businesses themselves, all communities detected have similar
strong semantics that bind businesses together inside each
community.
The business category clustering analysis can illustrate those
contexts in a more general view, considering all communities
detected. The clustering step, then, unites all similar communities,
by business categories, in eight different clusters (for 𝑘 = 8), as
illustrated in Figure 3.

3 Results and Discussion
The proposed model was tested using Facebook data in the city of
Curitiba – Brazil, from November to December of 2017 [16, 17]. A
total of 1,986 georeferenced pages and approximately 280 million
user reactions related to those pages were collected. The pages
with more connected edges were “Prefeitura de Curitba”, with
1396 connections, following by “RPC” with 1357 connections.
Also, the edge most weighted was found between these two nodes
(“Prefeitura de Curitiba” and “RPC”), with a value of 127958.
After some data cleaning/filtering procedures [17,18] and running
Algorithm 1 with the parameters considered, 144 communities
were detected, each ranging from 4 to 30 businesses all located in
the city of Curitiba. An example of these communities is
illustrated in Figure 2, which containing entertainment businesses
(e.g., “Blood Rock Bar”, and “SSCWB - Shinobi Spirit”) and food
businesses (e.g., “Ca’dore Comida Descomplicada”), so we can
notice they are businesses inside the “leisure” context.

Figure 3: Word clouds for categories of similar community
clusters
Note the surprising similarity between the categories in each
group. For example, Cluster 1 (Figure 3a) is related to leisure,
containing predominantly food, drink and entertainment
businesses, Cluster 2 (Figure 3b) contains most businesses related
to beauty and style, while Cluster 3 (Figure 3c) is more related to
establishments about automotive products and services. This
analysis shows the existence of a predominant context in each
community [18].
Knowing that there is a tendency of having a predominant context
of business in communities, outliers (i.e., business outside the
predominant type of business) can be useful for decision makers.
The community illustrated in Figure 4, which is a fashion related
community (its predominant context), has one outlier inside it,
which is the business called “Grupo AllCross” (tagged in red). This
business is a health plan consultant business, being not part of the
“fashion” context and, thus, correctly identified as an outlier by
Algorithms 2 and 3.

Figure 2: Community of businesses related to leisure
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On the one hand, having the business’ egonet, it is possible to
visualize the direct connections that the target business possesses
with other businesses. On the other hand, having communities, it
is possible to notice connections that may not be direct to the
target business. Since these non-direct connections are within a
community (detected by the Algorithm 1), they are cohesive (a
dense subgraph) and may represent possible non-trivial
partnerships for the business under evaluation. For example, the
company named “Quintal do Monge” does not appear in the
Rubiane’s egonet shown in Figure 5a, but it appears in a
community where Rubiane is also included, shown in Figure 5b.
Also, in Figure 5b notice that the business called “Cannes
Turismo” (highlighted in red) is a tourism related business and
was tagged as an outlier by Algorithms 2 and 3.

Figure 4: Community of businesses with an outlier
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In order to demonstrate a real business use case, an arbitrarily
business was chosen for analysis, consisting in a seafood
restaurant called Rubiane. Figure 5a shows the egonet (the
subgraph of direct connections of a node) of Rubiane and Figure
5b shows a detected community in which Rubiane is included.

Figure 5: Framework output for Rubiane
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